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Top-quark and neutrino composite Higgs bosons
Adam Smetana∗
Institute of Experimental and Applied Physics, Czech Technical University in Prague,
Horska´ 3a/22, 128 00 Prague 2, Czech Republic
In the context of top-quark condensation models, the top-quark alone is too light to saturate the
correct value of the electroweak scale by its condensate. Within the seesaw scenario the neutrinos can
have their Dirac masses large enough so that their condensates can provide significant contribution
to the value of the electroweak scale. We address the question of a phenomenological feasibility of the
top-quark and neutrino condensation conspiracy against the electroweak symmetry. Mandatory is
to reproduce the masses of electroweak gauge bosons, the top-quark mass and the recently observed
scalar mass of 125GeV and to satisfy the upper limits on absolute value of active neutrino masses. To
accomplish that we design a reasonably simplified effective model with two composite Higgs doublets.
Additionally, we work with a general number N of right-handed neutrino flavor triplets participating
on the seesaw mechanism. There are no experimental constraints limiting this number. The upper
limit is set by the model itself. Provided that the condensation scale is of order 1017−18 GeV and
the number of right-handed neutrinos is O(100 − 1000), the model predicts masses of additional
Higgs bosons below 250GeV and a suppression of the top-quark Yukawa coupling to the 125GeV
particle at the ∼ 60% level of the Standard model value.
PACS numbers: 11.10.Hi, 12.60.Rc, 14.60.St, 14.80.Cp,
Keywords: Dynamical mass generation; top-quark condensation; neutrino condensation
I. INTRODUCTION
The Standard model reproduces the measured data
surprisingly well. There is only little room for beyond-
Standard model physics. The recently measured value
for the Higgs boson mass Mh
.
= 125GeV [1, 2] however
leads to the running quartic coupling constant λ van-
ishing at the scale below the Planck scale [3–5]. There
is a conceivable interpretation: The Higgs boson reveals
its compositeness at that scale. It corresponds to the his-
torical experience that all of the observed scalar particles
ultimately turned out to be fermion bound states.
The mechanism of the electroweak symmetry breaking
manifests itself by the fact that both the top-quark mass
mt and the Higgs boson massMh are of the same order as
the electroweak scale v which is the scale for mass of weak
bosons, e.g.,MW = g2v/2. A simple contemplation leads
to the suspicion that both the longitudinal components
of the weak vector bosons and the Higgs boson are in fact
bound states of top-quark. This is the idea of top-quark
condensation models introduced in [6–8]. The key idea
is that to break the electroweak symmetry it is enough
to generate dynamically masses of known fermions, in
particular of the top-quark. In this sense the top-quark
mass generation is primary. The electroweak symmetry
breaking comes out automatically. The top-quark mass
then determines the magnitude of the electroweak scale
and the Higgs boson mass.
Although the actual calculation gives a correct order
of magnitude of masses, there are two essential failures of
the simplest model when comparing it with experiment.
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First, the top-quark is observed to be too light to saturate
the electroweak scale v. Keeping the top-quark condensa-
tion scale below the Planck scale, the top-quark conden-
sation alone can provide only at most 68% of the W and
Z boson masses. Second, the Higgs boson is predicted
to be too heavy, in all available calculations Mh > mt.
This prediction was ruled out already before the actual
measurement of 125GeV particle at the LHC [1, 2].
If we want to maintain the attractive idea that the top-
quark condensation is the source of the electroweak sym-
metry breaking, we need to improve the simplest model.
First, we need to suppose yet another source potent
to saturate the value of the electroweak scale. The re-
maining observed quarks and charged leptons bring no
improvement in this respect as they are way too light
and contribute by truly negligible amount to the elec-
troweak scale. At this point one could be easily se-
duced to invoke some new yet unobserved fermions with
high enough mass, like, for instance, fourth-generation
fermions or techniquarks. This however may not be nec-
essary. Among the known fermions, there is an additional
source of the electroweak symmetry breaking naturally
present in the form of the neutrino Dirac mass mD pro-
vided that the seesaw mechanism is at work. If the neu-
trino Dirac mass is of the order of the electroweak scale,
mD ∼ v, then the neutrino condensate is strong enough
to complement the electroweak scale [9–11].
Second, once we identify two main fermion sources of
the electroweak symmetry breaking we resort to the rea-
sonably simplified description using correspondingly two
composite Higgs doublets. The presence of more than
single Higgs doublet is instrumental in achieving lighter
neutral scalar as the candidate for the 125GeV particle
due to the appropriate mixing among components of the
doublets.
2The idea of top-quark and neutrino condensation was
addressed already in the past. First, Martin [9] inves-
tigated a model in which the idea was implemented in
the simplest possible way. He invoked a factorization
assumption on four-fermion interactions which resulted
in the low-energy description with only single Higgs dou-
blet. He reached the correct value of the top-quark mass,
but from now-days perspective, the model suffers from
exhibiting too heavy Higgs boson particle, in the same
way as the original top-quark-alone condensation models
[7, 8]. Ten years later, the issue was addressed again by
Antusch et al. confirming its usefulness for obtaining the
correct value of the top-quark mass and suggesting that
the two-Higgs-doublet low-energy description is worth-
while to study in more detail. Another ten years later we
are addressing the idea once again and confront it with
the new experimental evidence of the 125GeV boson ex-
citation.
We believe that analyzing the top-quark and neutrino
condensation is relevant for the class of models where all
types of known fermions condense [12–24]. The models
share the underlying principle of primary role of known
fermion masses in the electroweak symmetry breaking.
Those models which provide the seesaw mechanism for
neutrino masses, like for instance [10, 25], have a chance
to escape from being ruled out by the measurement of
the top-quark mass, just because of the presence of the
second potentially big Dirac mass mD. Currently, how-
ever, they have to be confronted with the measurement
of 125GeV particle. We do not refer to any of these un-
derlying models in our analysis, we rather emulate their
dynamics by particular four-fermion interaction. Effec-
tively, instead of using a multitude of composite Higgs
doublets, one for each Dirac mass, we work with only
two Higgs doublets, one for each significant source of the
electroweak symmetry breaking.
The number of right-handed neutrino types participat-
ing on the seesaw mechanism is not constrained by any
upper limit [26, 27]. As claimed there, higher number
of the order O(100) is even well motivated within some
string constructions. Large number of right-handed neu-
trinos O(100) has also an improving effect on the stan-
dard thermal leptogenesis [28]. Being of order O(10 −
100) it can serve as the reason for large lepton mixing
angles [29]. Therefore we study the dependence of our
results on the number of right-handed neutrinos.
The precise form of the neutrino mass spectrum is not
known. For our analysis of the electroweak symmetry
breaking it does not play an essential role. Therefore
we simulate the unknown mass spectrum of neutrinos
by the most simple choice for the neutrino mass matrix,
which is characterized by a common Dirac mass mD, by
a common right-handed Majorana mass MR and by the
number N of right-handed neutrino flavor triplets. By
this simplification we can control the order of magnitude
of active neutrino masses but do not reproduce the neu-
trino physics exactly. That would otherwise require to
specify the underlying dynamics in detail.
In this work we explore the possibility to saturate
the electroweak symmetry breaking by combined sources
from both top-quark and neutrino Dirac condensates. We
concentrate on the analysis of the low-energy mass spec-
trum, mainly to the possibility to achieve one of the com-
posite scalar as light as 125GeV while reproducing cor-
rect values for the masses of the electroweak gauge bosons
and the top-quark and satisfying the upper limits on ab-
solute value of active neutrino masses mν < 0.2 eV. We
study the coupling properties of the lighter Higgs scalar
to the top-quark and gauge bosons. Next we calculate
the mass spectrum of additional Higgs bosons. We study
the sensitivity of the results on the number N of right-
handed neutrino flavor triplets.
In the Sect. II we introduce the lagrangian for our anal-
ysis and identify relevant symmetries. In the Sect. III
we formulate the effective description using two Higgs
doublets and write the low-energy lagrangian. In the
Sect. IV we study the mass spectrum of the model as
a function of parameters of the low-energy lagrangian.
In the Sect. V we formulate the renormalization group
equations which govern the evolution of the low-energy
parameters from the condensation scale down to the elec-
troweak scale. In the Sect. VI we present results. In the
Sect. VII we discuss the results and confront them with
experimental data. Finally, in the Sect. VII we conclude.
II. UNDERLYING FOUR-FERMION
INTERACTION
A. Underlying lagrangian
For the purpose of our analysis we let only the top-
quark and the neutrinos to condense and to contribute to
the electroweak scale. Therefore we define our simplified
model by the four-fermion interaction
L4f = −Gt(t¯RqL)(q¯LtR)−Gν(
∑
s
ν¯RsℓL)(
∑
s′
ℓ¯LνRs′)
(1)
which is designed to provide us just by the condensation
of the desired form discussed in the introduction. It re-
flects the main assumption that only the top-quark and
neutrinos play the appreciable role in what we address in
our work - the electroweak symmetry breaking.
Only the third generation of quarks participates in
the interaction. The fields tR and qL are color triplets.
On the other hand, because we suppose that all neu-
trino Dirac masses are of the order of electroweak scale
then within the simplified model we are letting all three
generations of leptons to participate in the interaction.
Therefore the fields νR and ℓL are flavor triplets. The
left-handed fields are weak isospin doublets. All three
types of indices are suppressed. The explicitly written
index s = 1, . . . , N labels N right-handed neutrino fla-
vor triplets. By this simplified dynamics we are going to
generate masses of only top-quark and neutrinos.
3If the underlying dynamics is such that the four-
fermion interactions follow from an exchange of neutral
and colorless gauge bosons, then there are only these two
effective terms relevant for the top-quark and neutrino
condensation. No mixing terms like ∝ (t¯RqL)(ℓ¯LνR) ap-
pear. There could appear also various four-fermion inter-
actions of other leptons and quarks, but we neglect them
here as they play rather negligible role in the electroweak
symmetry breaking.
For the sake of simplicity we use here a factorization
assumption on the neutrino coupling constants, so that
there is single neutrino coupling constant Gν and single
neutrino-Higgs boson doublet, in the same spirit as in [9].
After the condensation, this provides a degenerate Dirac
mass for neutrinos.
We introduce the right-handed neutrino Majorana
mass term within their kinetic lagrangian
LνR = ν¯Rsi/∂νRs −
1
2
MRνcRsνRs + h.c. . (2)
We take the Majorana mass degenerate and diagonal for
the same sake of simplicity. We dare to accept these
simplifications as our aim is not to reproduce the neutrino
phenomenology exactly.
For our purpose we assume the lagrangian
L = Lusual + Lmodel , (3)
Lmodel = L4f + LνR , (4)
where Lusual contains kinetic terms of all known fermions,
their Standard model gauge interactions and pure gauge
boson terms.
B. Symmetries
The lagrangian Lmodel has well separated quark and
lepton sectors. On the classical level, it is invariant under
the global symmetry1
Gmodel =
[
SU(2)×U(1)2]
q
× [SU(2)×U(1)]
ℓ
. (5)
One subgroup of Gmodel is the electroweak SU(2)L ×
U(1)Y gauge symmetry group. The electroweak interac-
tions explicitly break the symmetry Gmodel, so the sym-
metry of the full lagrangian L is
G = SU(2)L ×U(1)Y ×U(1)B ×U(1)X , (6)
1 The rest of standard fermions and their corresponding symme-
tries are of course present in the model in order to provide proper
anomaly cancelation, but we hold them back here as they do not
participate in the symmetry breaking in our simplified analy-
sis. Due to the factorization assumption the three generations of
leptons exhibit a single common symmetry group.
among which SU(2)L × U(1)Y are the weak isospin and
weak hypercharge gauge symmetries, U(1)B is the baryon
number and U(1)X is the axial symmetry
U(1)X : X(qL, tR, ℓL, νR) = (−1, 0, 1, 0) . (7)
We are making this choice of X charges in order to have
X(t¯RqL) = −1 and X(ν¯RℓL) = +1. It is this symmetry
which prevents the top-quark and neutrino sectors from
mixing.
On the quantum level, the group U(1)X has the axial
anomaly. The axial anomaly is provided by the elec-
troweak and QCD dynamics. Additionally, it can be
provided by some new not specified dynamics underly-
ing the four-fermion interaction (1) like, e.g., the gauge
flavor dynamics [24]. In the following, we will simply
parameterize the strength of the anomaly by the scale
µtν .
The dynamically generated Dirac masses for top-quark
and neutrinos break spontaneously the Gmodel symmetry
down to
Gmodel
mt,mν−→ [U(1)2]
q
× [U(1)]
ℓ
. (8)
It would give rise to 6 massless Nambu–Goldstone
bosons.
There are however effects of both the electroweak dy-
namics and of the axial anomaly which eliminate the 6
massless states completely. The electroweak interactions
change the spontaneous symmetry breaking pattern to
G
mt,mν−→ U(1)em ×U(1)B . (9)
Therefore three of the Nambu–Goldstone states are eaten
by the electroweak gauge bosons. The other two form a
single charged pseudo-Nambu–Goldstone particles whose
mass results from the explicit breaking by the electroweak
dynamics (6) and it is therefore proportional to the elec-
troweak gauge coupling constants. The remaining sin-
gle state stays massless if we neglect the effect of the
U(1)X axial anomaly, otherwise it is the pseudo-Nambu–
Goldstone boson with the mass proportional to the scale
µtν .
III. TWO HIGGS DOUBLET DESCRIPTION
Effectively, the top-quark and neutrino condensation
can be described by the condensation of two composite
Higgs doublets
Ht ∼ (t¯RqL) , (10)
Hν ∼ (
∑
s
ν¯RsℓL) . (11)
Using them we can rewrite the four-fermion interaction
(1) via the Hubbard–Stratonovich transformation [30, 31]
as
L4f = −yt0(q¯LtR)Ht − yν0(
∑
s
ℓ¯LνRs)Hν + h.c.
+µ2t0H
†
tHt + µ
2
ν0H
†
νHν , (12)
4which is completely equivalent to (1) as far as Ht and Hν
are non-propagating auxiliary fields.
Below the condensation scale Λ, we substitute the orig-
inal lagrangian for the effective lagrangian formed by
operators allowed by the symmetries and generated by
radiative corrections. Among the operators, there are
kinetic terms for the composite Higgs doublets Ht and
Hν . If we take only the renormalizable operators we are
effectively obtaining two-Higgs-doublet model.
Leff = |DHt|2 + |DHν |2 − V(Ht, Hν)
−yt(q¯LtR)Ht − yν(
∑
s
ℓ¯LνRs)Hν + h.c. .(13)
The potential for the two Higgs doublets invariant with
respect to the G symmetry is
V = V0 + VEW + Vsoft (14)
V0 = −µ2tH†tHt − µ2νH†νHν
+ 1
2
λt(H
†
tHt)
2 + 1
2
λν(H
†
νHν)
2
VEW = λtν(H†tHt)(H†νHν) + λ′tν(H†tHν)(H†νHt) .
We sort the terms in the potential for Higgs bosons ac-
cording to their primary origin. Those terms denoted by
V0 are generated due to the four-fermion interaction ir-
respectively of the presence of the electroweak dynamics
which provides only corrections to their magnitude. The
terms denoted by VEW on the other hand make a bridge
between the top-quark and neutrino sectors generated
only because of the presence of the electroweak dynam-
ics. They vanish in the limit of vanishing electroweak
coupling constants.
In order to take into account the axial anomaly of
U(1)X we introduce additional term which mixes the two
Higgs doublets and breaks explicitly the U(1)X symme-
try
Vsoft = −µ2tνH†tHν + h.c. . (15)
This term can not be generated at any loop order neither
by the four-fermion interaction nor by the electroweak
dynamics. In this work we use µtν as a free parameter.
Apart from µtν all the parameters of the lagrangian
Leff , i.e., y’s, µ’s, and λ’s, run with the renormalization
scale µ according to the renormalization group equations
towards the condensation scale µ = Λ. At the condensa-
tion scale they are linked to the values of the underlying
lagrangian L via the field renormalization factors. Be-
cause of its non-perturbative origin, the mixing param-
eter µtν is not the subject of the renormalization group
equations and as such it acts as a free parameter in our
analysis.
The quartic stability of the potential is given by the
conditions
λt, λν > 0 , (16)√
λtλν > −λtν − λ′tν . (17)
The parameter setting in the range
λ′tν < 0 and µ
2
tν > 0 (18)
leads to the minimum of the potential which conserves
electric charge. This is completely analogous to the work
[32] in the context of top-quark and bottom-quark two-
Higgs-doublet model.
IV. MASSES
A. Electroweak scale and fermion masses
The top-quark and the neutrino contributions to the
electroweak symmetry breaking are given by the conden-
sates vt ∝ 〈t¯t〉, and vν ∝ 〈ν¯ν〉.
From the lagrangians (2) and (13) the neutrino mass
matrix Mν turns out to be
Mν =


0 mD · · · mD
mD mR 0 0
... 0
. . . 0
mD 0 0 mR

 , (19)
where mD ≡ 1√2yνvν1 and mR ≡ MR1 , where 1 is the
3 × 3 unit matrix in the flavor space. Each left-handed
neutrino therefore mixes with N right-handed neutrinos,
but do not mix among each other.
We assume that both vt and vν together saturate the
electroweak scale v,
v2 = v2t + v
2
ν . (20)
This is the main idea of this work.
Next we define β-angle by
tanβ ≡ vt
vν
. (21)
We choose the convention that β ∈ 〈0, π
2
〉.
The mass of the top-quark is given by equation
mt = yt(µ = mt)vt/
√
2 (22)
and the light neutrino mass is given as a smaller eigen-
value of the neutrino mass matrix (19) by the seesaw
formula
mν =
Ny2ν(µ = mν)v
2
ν
2MR
, (23)
where yt,ν(µ) are running Yukawa coupling constants.
Within the two-composite-Higgs-doublet model the
values of Yukawa couplings around the electroweak scale
are calculable using their renormalization group evolu-
tion down from the condensation scale Λ. Because Λ
is very large the couplings are only weakly sensitive to
their initial values yt,ν(Λ) as they have enough time to
approach an infrared fixed point.
5The equation (22) for the top-quark mass, mt
.
=
172GeV, then fixes vt. From the relation (20) we deter-
mine vν – a portion of the electroweak scale left for neu-
trinos. Finally from (23) we determine the right-handed
neutrino Majorana mass MR based on the assumption
that mν . 0.2 eV. Having |mD| ∼ v implies roughly
MR & 10
14GeV. Here the construction closes by an
important restriction on the right-handed neutrino Ma-
jorana mass and the condensation scale
ΛPlanck > Λ > MR . (24)
If the Majorana mass MR were too big, then the corre-
spondingly heavy right-handed neutrinos would decouple
from the dynamics [9] before they would manage to con-
dense with the left-handed neutrinos. Finally, we find the
top-quark and neutrino condensation meaningful only if
the condensation scale Λ is below the Planck scale.
B. Higgs boson masses
After the electroweak symmetry is broken by the con-
densate v2 = v2t+v
2
ν , we get Higgs boson mass eigenstates
from Leff in the unitary gauge in terms of two neutral
scalars φ0t and φ
0
ν , one neutral pseudo-scalar A and one
charged scalar H±,
Ht =
(
1√
2
(vt + φ
0
t + i cosβA)
−i cosβH−
)
, (25a)
Hν =
(
1√
2
(vν + φ
0
ν − i sinβA)
i sinβH−
)
. (25b)
The quadratic lagrangian contains a mixing of the neutral
scalars φ0t and φ
0
ν . Its diagonalization results in the mass
eigenstates h and H characterized by the mixing angle α
according to
H =
√
2
[
φ0t sinα+ φ
0
ν cosα
]
, (26)
h =
√
2
[
φ0t cosα− φ0ν sinα
]
, (27)
tan 2α =
(λtν + λ
′
tν)vtvν − µ2tν
− 1
2
(v2t λt − v2νλν)− µ2tν cot 2β
. (28)
We choose the convention that α ∈ 〈−π
2
, 0). In this case
the lighter Higgs scalar is always h. The masses for the
neutral scalars H and h, for the neutral pseudo-scalar A
and for the charged scalar H± are given by
M2H,h =
1
2
f±(t = lnMH,h) , (29a)
M2A =
2µ2tν
sin 2β
, (29b)
M2H± =
2µ2tν
sin 2β
− 1
2
λ′tν(t = lnMH±)v
2 (29c)
where
f±(t) = v2t λt(t) + v
2
νλν(t) +
2µ2tν
sin 2β
±
√
A(t) ,
A(t) =
(
v2t λt(t)− v2νλν(t)
)2
+ 4v2t v
2
ν
(
λtν(t) + λ
′
tν(t)
)2
+
4µ4tν
sin2 2β
− 2µ2tν
[
v2t λt(t) tanβ + v
2
νλν(t) cotβ
−vtvν
(
λt(t) + λν(t) + 4λtν(t) + 4λ
′
tν(t)
)]
.
We have introduced the logarithmic renormalization
scale t ≡ lnµ.
In the following we will show that our model leads to
λtν , λ
′
tν < 0 (30)
and
λt, λν ≫ |λtν |, |λ′tν | . (31)
For illustration, see Fig. 1. In order to conserve electric
charge we will investigate only the values
µ2tν ≥ 0 . (32)
Let us investigate two important limits:
1) First, by setting λtν , λ
′
tν → 0, we switch the elec-
troweak interactions off, and by setting µ2tν = 0, we pre-
serve the U(1)X symmetry. The top-quark and neutrino
condensation causes the symmetry breaking (9). In this
limit the spectrum of bosons changes to
M2A =M
2
H±
= 0 , (33)
M2H = Max
{
v2t λt, v
2
νλν
}
, (34)
M2h = Min
{
v2t λt, v
2
νλν
}
, (35)
where we identify three uneaten Nambu–Goldstone
bosons. The two Higgs scalars do not mix as α = −π
2
.
The identity of the lighter Higgs scalar is given by
for v2t λt > v
2
νλν : h =
√
2φ0ν , (36)
for v2t λt < v
2
νλν : h =
√
2φ0t . (37)
2) Second, we set λtν , λ
′
tν → 0 again, but we let µtν ≫
v. In this limit, the spectrum of bosons changes to
M2H =M
2
A =M
2
H±
=
2µ2
tν
sin 2β
, (38)
M2h =
1
8
v2
[
4λt(sin
2 β + sin4 β) + 4λν(cos
2 β + cos4 β)
−(λt + λν) sin2 2β
]
. (39)
In this limit four degrees of freedom H , A and H±
get degenerate masses proportional to µtν and decou-
ple from the low-energy physics. One degree of freedom
h stays light. It is the mixture of top-quark and neu-
trino neutral composite scalars which is characterized by
tan 2α = tan 2β, hence the mixing angle α = β − π
2
.
To obtain values of masses we need to evolve the run-
ning parameters from their initial values at the conden-
sation scale down to the electroweak scale. This we will
do in the next section.
6FIG. 1: The renormalization group evolution of yt, yν , λt,
λν , λtν and λ
′
tν for the parameter setting (48). The role of
MR = 10
14 GeV is visible as the threshold in the evolution.
C. Interactions of mass eigenstates
We list here several interactions of the lighter Higgs
scalar h and of the charged Higgs boson H±, which are
particulary important for today phenomenological anal-
ysis:
LhYukawa = −
mt
v
Ctht¯t , (40a)
Lhgauge = −CV h
(
2M2W
v
W+W− +
M2Z
v
Z2
)
,(40b)
LhH± = −CH±vhH+H− , (40c)
where the scaling coupling factors are
Ct =
cosα
sinβ
, (41a)
CV = sin(β − α) , (41b)
CH± = sinβ cosα
(
sin2 βλtν + cos
2 β(λt − λ′tν)
)
(41c)
− cosβ sinα( cos2 βλtν + sin2 β(λν − λ′tν)) .
They measure the departure from the Standard model,
which is characterized by Ct = 1, CV = 1 and CH± = 0.
V. RENORMALIZATION GROUP EQUATIONS
The parameters of the low-energy lagrangian Leff run
with the renormalization scale µ according to the equa-
tions of renormalization group. The exhausting analysis
of renormalization group equations for two-Higgs-doublet
models is to be found in [33]. The compositeness of
the Higgs doublets is expressed by the fact that the la-
grangian (13) is equivalent to the Higgs-less lagrangian
(1) or (12) at the condensation scale Λ. From sewing the
two lagrangian together at Λ, a set of boundary condi-
tions for µ→ Λ follows
yt →∞ , yν →∞ , yt/yν → yt0/yν0,
λt/y
4
t → 0 , λν/y4ν → 0 ,
λtν/y
2
t y
2
ν → 0 , λ′tν/y2t y2ν → 0 ,
µ2t/y
2
t → µ2t0/y2t0 , µ2ν/y2ν → µ2ν0/y2ν0 , (42)
In practice, for actual numerical calculation, we will use
the boundary conditions
yt(ln Λ) = Yt , yν(lnΛ) = Yν ,
λt(ln Λ) = 0 , λν(lnΛ) = 0 ,
λtν(ln Λ) = 0 , λ
′
tν(lnΛ) = 0 , (43)
where Yt and Yν are finite numbers on which the low-
energy result depends only very weakly.
Further, we will restrict our analysis only to one loop
order.
The presence of the second Higgs doublet affects the t
evolution of the gauge coupling constants governed by
the one-loop renormalization group equations and the
boundary conditions given by the experimental values at
µ =MZ :
16π2
d
dt
g1 = 7g
3
1 , g
2
1(lnMZ)
.
= 0.127 , (44a)
16π2
d
dt
g2 = −3g32 , g22(lnMZ) .= 0.425 , (44b)
16π2
d
dt
g3 = −7g33 , g23(lnMZ) .= 1.440 . (44c)
The renormalization group equation for Yukawa coupling
constants are
16π2
d
dt
yt = yt
[
9
2
y2t − 1712g21 − 94g22 − 8g23
]
, (45)
16π2
d
dt
yν = yν
[
3(N + 1
2
)θ(t −MR)y2ν − 34g21 − 94g22
]
.
The θ-function stands for the threshold below which the
heavy right-handed neutrinos decouple from the system.
The renormalization group equations for the quartic cou-
7pling constants are
16π2
d
dt
λt = 12λ
2
t + 4λ
2
tν + 4λtνλ
′
tν + 2λ
′
tν
2
+λt
[
12y2t − 3g21 − 9g22
]− 12y4t
+ 3
4
(g41 − 2g21g22 + 3g42) ,
16π2
d
dt
λν = 12λ
2
ν + 4λ
2
tν + 4λtνλ
′
tν + 2λ
′
tν
2
+λν
[
12Nθ(t−MR)y2ν − 3g21 − 9g22
]
−12Nθ(t−MR)y4ν + 34 (g41 − 2g21g22 + 3g42) ,
16π2
d
dt
λtν = 2(λν + λt)(3λtν + λ
′
tν) + 4λ
2
tν + 2λ
′
tν
2
+λtν
[
6y2t + 6Nθ(t−MR)y2ν − 3g21 − 9g22
]
+ 3
4
(g41 − 2g21g22 + 3g42) ,
16π2
d
dt
λ′tν = λ
′
tν
[
λν + λt + 8λtν + 4λ
′
tν + 6y
2
t (46)
+6Nθ(t−MR)y2ν − 3g21 − 9g22
]
+ 3g21g
2
2 .
According to Luty [32] the one loop renormalization evo-
lution of the dimensionless parameters does not depend
on the presence of the mixing parameter µtν .
VI. RESULTS
Before we present our results we briefly describe the
strategy of the analysis. Our input parameters are Λ,
MR and µtν , out of which MR is fixed by reproducing
the neutrino mass mν = 0.2 eV. Strictly speaking, there
are additional two parameters Yt and Yν which however
have only mild effect on the result and we take them quite
arbitrarily to be
Yt = Yν = 3 . (47)
On top of that we have freedom to choose the number N
of right-handed neutrino triplets.
The steps of calculation follow: 1) We solve analyti-
cally the equations (44) for gauge constants. 2) We nu-
merically evolve the Yukawa and quartic coupling con-
stants according to the equations (45) and (46) with the
boundary conditions (43) and (47). 3) From the experi-
mental value of the top-quark mass we determine vt using
the equation (22). 4) We calculate vν and β from equa-
tions (20) and (21), respectively. 5) The equation (23)
gives us the value for the neutrino mass mν . Chang-
ing the value of MR we repeat the calculation from the
point 2) and iterate the value of the neutrino mass to get
mν = 0.2 eV. 6) Using the equations (29) we calculate
the Higss boson mass spectrum.
A. Renormalization group evolution
The renormalization group evolution of the dimension-
less parameters are plotted in Fig. 1 for
N = 1, Λ = 1018GeV, MR = 10
14GeV . (48)
a)
b)
FIG. 2: a) Higgs masses MH,h, MA and MH± as functions
of µtν for Λ = 10
18 GeV, N = 1 and fixed neutrino mass
to be mν = 0.2 eV (i.e. MR ∼ 10
14 GeV). b) Mixing of
two scalar Higgs bosons H and h as a function of µtν . At
the condensation scale, the Yukawa couplings yt,ν start at
the value Yt,ν = 3, and the quartic couplings λ start at zero
value.
As we mentioned before, at one-loop order the result does
not depend on the parameter µtν . It gives us a typi-
cal result which does not change qualitatively much with
changing Λ and MR. We can see that at the electroweak
scale ΛEW
λtν , λ
′
tν < 0 , (49)
100× (|λtν |, |λ′tν |) ∼ (λt, λν) , (50)
so the stability conditions (30) and (31) are fulfilled. On
top of that, taking µ2tν > 0 we assure that the condensate
will be electrically neutral.
8B. Mass spectrum of Higgs bosons
The typical result (50) allows us to neglect λtν , λ
′
tν
in favor of λt, λν . That is why the limits analyzed at
the end of Sect. IVB are useful for us. We can roughly
estimate the mass of the lighter Higgs scalar h and the
mixing angle α to lie in the interval
Mh ≃ 〈113, 160)GeV
α ≃ 〈−π
2
,−0.7)
}
for µtν = 〈0,∞)GeV (51)
calculated from (35) and (39) with input parameters (48)
and using estimated values from Fig. 1, (20) and (22)
vt ≃ 187GeV , vν ≃ 160GeV , (52)
λt ≃ 1.0 , λν ≃ 0.5 . (53)
It represents a promising improvement with respect to
the previous results of the single Higgs doublet top-quark
condensation models.
Now, let us investigate the solutions of the Higgs bo-
son mass spectrum without approximations. In Fig. 2a)
we plot the dependence of the Higgs boson masses on
the mixing parameter µtν . We use Λ = 10
18GeV while
the right-handed neutrino Majorana mass we fix from
demanding mν = 0.2 eV. It turns out to be roughly
MR ∼ 1014GeV.
For lower values of µtν the bosons A and H
± are very
light. The mass MA even vanishes for vanishing µtν
reflecting the spontaneous breaking of the exact U(1)X
symmetry (7). In Fig. 2b) where we plot the dependence
of the h-H mixing angle α on µtν , it can be seen that the
lighter scalar h is composed mainly of neutrinos, α ∼ −π
2
,
and therefore its coupling to top-quark is suppressed, see
(40a).
Increasing µtν translates into the lifting of masses of
the Higgs bosons, H , A and H±. They soon become
growing linearly and nearly degenerate. On the other
hand, the mass of the lighter scalar h is only mildly sen-
sitive to the increase of µtν and quite soon saturates just
below 160GeV. On top of that it is acquiring gradu-
ally larger admixture from a top-quark composite state,
reaching the value over α ∼ −0.8. MA minimizes the
spectrum of H , A and H± for all positive values of µtν
in our model.
Setting Λ = 1018GeV, mν = 0.2 eV and N = 1 we can
reach the lighter Higgs boson mass of the desired value
Mh = 125GeV for µtν
.
= 62GeV . (54)
The value µtν
.
= 62GeV translates into the Higgs boson
mass spectrum
MH
.
= 198GeV , MA
.
= 88GeV , MH±
.
= 91GeV ,
(55)
which apparently contradicts the data [34, 35]. These
values can be altered by changing the model parameters,
the condensation scale Λ and the number of right-handed
neutrino triplets N .
By an order of magnitude decrease of Λ for fixed num-
ber N andMh = 125GeV we decrease the parameter µtν
and also change the value of tanβ according to Tab. I.
The values for Λ above the Planck scale are shown only
for curiosity.
By increasing the number of the right-handed neutrino
triplets N for a given Λ we increase the value of µtν as
seen in Tab. II. On the other hand the value of tanβ is
completely insensitive to the change of N .
Surprisingly, the number N has an upper limit given
by either of two conditions: the non-decoupling condition
Λ > MR (24), or the Higgs potential stability condition
(30) and (31). In the former case, increasing N requires
increasingMR in order to keep mν = 0.2 eV according to
the equation (23). So for sufficiently highN the massMR
runs over the condensation scale Λ. In the latter case, the
increase of N decreases the λν in infrared region so that
it eventually runs negative around the electroweak scale.
In Figs. 3 we plotMh for various N from 1 to N
max for
three cases Λ = 1016, 1017, 1018GeV and we read out the
intervals (µmintν , µ
max
tν ) of only possible values for µtν that
correspond to Mh = 125GeV. We show it in Tab. II
together with the corresponding minimal and maximal
masses for H±, (Mmin
H±
,Mmax
H±
).
In Tab. II we show the maximum number Nmax as
well. For the case Λ = 1016GeV and Λ = 1017GeV
the number Nmax is actually not the maximal value al-
lowed by either of conditions. It rather corresponds to
maximizing the parameter µmaxtν . Increasing N above
Nmax causes the backward decrease of µtν . The max-
imal number of right-handed neutrino triplets, above
which the non-decoupling condition is broken, is N = 158
(N ≃ 1500) for Λ = 1016GeV (Λ = 1017GeV). In the
case Λ = 1018GeV, the maximum number Nmax = 209
is given by the Higgs potential stability.
C. Light Higgs scalar coupling strengths
It is mandatory to ask how strongly does the candi-
date for the 125GeV resonance, the lighter Higgs scalar
h, couple to the fermions and gauge bosons. We study
couplings relative to the Standard model case of h to W
and Z bosons given by CV , to top-quark given by Ct,
and to charged Higgs bosons given by CH± , defined in
(41). We plot their dependence on the number of right-
handed neutrino triplets N in Fig. 4a) for three cases
Λ = 1016, 1017, 1018GeV. The scaling coupling factor
CV approaches the Standard model value for larger N
in the cases Λ = 1017GeV and Λ = 1018GeV. On the
other hand, the coupling to the top-quark given by Ct
stays rather suppressed in comparison with the Standard
model in all three cases.
All three coupling parameters are relevant for the loop-
induced decay of h to two photons. The dependence
of the decay width Γ(h → γγ) relative to the Standard
model value Γ(h→ γγ)SM on the number of right-handed
neutrino triplets N is plotted in Fig. 4b). A slight en-
9Λ [GeV] µtν [GeV] tan β
1016 44 1.183
1017 54 1.215
1018 62 1.245
1024 86 1.401
1040 101 1.624
TABLE I: Values of µtν and tan β depending on Λ while keep-
ing mν = 0.2 eV and Mh = 125GeV for N = 1.
µmintν µ
max
tν M
min
H±
Mmax
H±
Λ [GeV] Nmax [GeV] [GeV] [GeV] [GeV]
1016 59 44 81 66 117
1017 606 54 164 80 234
1018 209 62 173 92 249
TABLE II: We show the maximum number of right-
handed neutrino triplets Nmax for three cases Λ =
1016, 1017, 1018 GeV. Next, we show the only intervals for
µtν , (µ
min
tν , µ
max
tν ), allowed by Mh = 125GeV. Finally, we
show the corresponding intervals for charged Higgs boson
masses (Mmin
H±
,Mmax
H±
).
hancement occurs only for higher values ofN for the cases
Λ = 1017GeV and Λ = 1018GeV. The decay widths are
calculated using the well known analytic expression to be
found, e.g., in [36].
VII. DISCUSSION
In this work we have chosen the two-Higgs-doublet
model as the next-to-simplest model accommodating the
leading idea of our interest – the top-quark and neutrino
condensation as a sufficient source of the electroweak
symmetry breaking – as it was proposed in [11].
Our analysis shows that it is possible to simultaneously
reproduce correct values for the top-quark mass mt, the
electroweak scale v, the 125GeV boson mass, and the
neutrino mass mν below observational upper limit, de-
spite rather limited manoeuvring space for participating
parameters.
The number of right-handed neutrino types partici-
pating on the seesaw mechanism is not constrained phe-
nomenologically by any upper limit [26, 27]. The model
however exhibits an interesting feature providing the up-
per limit on that number.
Next, we present two aspects of the model which are
relevant for a present phenomenology: the mass spec-
trum of the additional Higgs bosons H , A and H±, and
the coupling strengths of the 125GeV Higgs boson to
the top-quark and gauge bosons. We study their depen-
dence on N and on the condensation scale Λ. Generally
speaking, the higher values of N and Λ are preferred,
because they lead to higher values of additional Higgs
boson masses, and to the coupling strengths closer to
the Standard model values. For example, for Λ = 1018
and N = 100 we obtain the charged Higgs boson mass
MH±
.
= 223GeV and the coupling constant of h to W
and Z at 93% level of the Standard model value.
The confrontation of these two aspects with the ex-
perimental constraints in the following two subsections
however should be taken with a grain of salt for three
reasons. First, the model analyzed in this work is only
a semi-realistic model: it ignores the mass generation of
fermions other than the top-quark and neutrinos. Sec-
ond, it is subject to simplification of the neutrino sector.
Third, it is not possible to directly link our model to
one of the standard types of two-Higgs-doublet models,
for which the data analyses are available. They usually
deal with full arsenal of Yukawa interactions with charged
fermions. In our model, we avoid Yukawa interactions
with lighter fermions in favour of the Yukawa coupling of
one of the Higgs doublets to right-handed neutrinos.
A. Mass of charged Higgs boson
The values of MH± and tanβ accessible in the model
for the higher number of right-handed neutrino triplets
N lie in the ranges
MH± ≃ (200− 250)GeV , tanβ ≃ (1.2− 1.25) , (56)
see Tab. I and Tab. II.
Direct searches for the charged Higgs boson at LHC
give a lower limit for its mass MH± > 160GeV [34, 35].
The excluded mass interval corresponds to the below-
threshold production t → H+b. The analyses are made
under assumption of 100% decay ratio via H+ → τν and
within one of the MSSM scenario. The lower limit for
MH± translates in our model into the lower limit for N
N > 38 for Λ = 1017GeV , (57)
N > 20 for Λ = 1018GeV , (58)
while the case Λ = 1016GeV is excluded.
Indirect searches in B-physics are more stringent in
setting the lower limits, but they are more model-
dependent at the same time. For review see [37]. For
example, the limit MH± > 300− 400GeV from the B →
Xsγ decay is set for type-II two-Higgs-doublet model,
and the limit MH± > 160GeV (MH± > 500GeV)
2 from
Z → bb¯ and from B- and K-meson mixing is set for
type-I two-Higgs-doublet model. Even though it is rather
speculative to apply those constraints to our model, they
2 The limit in parenthesis follows from B → Xsγ but it is very
sensitive to assumptions and to input parameters.
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indicate that the model appears to be at the edge of vi-
ability.
B. Production and decays of lighter Higgs scalar
In order to successfully identify the lighter Higgs scalar
h with the observed 125GeV boson, it should exhibit
coupling properties to other particles which leads to the
observed phenomena.
Provided the higher number of right-handed neutrino
triplets N > 100 and Λ = 1018GeV, the h scaling cou-
pling factors (41) characteristic for the model are on the
level
Ct ≃ (0.63− 0.69) , CV ≃ (0.93− 0.95) , (59)
see Fig. 4a).
This result is to be compared with the ATLAS [38]
and CMS [39] results for corresponding quantities.3 For
example, the gluon fusion cross-section gg → h being in-
duced by top-quark loop scales with the factor C2t , or the
partial decay width for h → WW scales with the factor
C2V . The best-fit values over all observed production-
decay modes are
(Ct, CV ) ≃ (1.0, 1.2) ATLAS , (60)
(Ct, CV ) ≃ (0.5, 1.0) CMS . (61)
The point (59) lies within the ATLAS 95% confidence
level range and within the CMS less than 68% confidence
level range. The analyses where made under assump-
tion that no non-Standard model particles contribute to
the total decay width, what is reasonable assumption for
our model, as they all are heavier than the lighter Higgs
scalar h.
Out of the individual decay channels, we discuss h →
γγ. Provided the higher number of right-handed neutrino
triplets N > 100 and Λ = 1018GeV, the enhancement of
the partial decay width Γ(h → γγ) with respect to the
Standard model can be achieved at the level of (1− 3)%,
see Fig. 4b),
Γ(h→ γγ)
Γ(h→ γγ)SM ≃ (1.01− 1.03) . (62)
The signal strength µ for h → γγ channel is measured
with a 2σ excess with respect to the Standard model
[38, 39]
µ(h→ γγ) = σh
σSMh
Γ(h→ γγ)/Γtot.
Γ(h→ γγ)SM/ΓSMtot.
∼ (1.5− 2.0) .
(63)
The main part of the h production cross-section σh is
given by gluon fusion cross-section σ(gg → h) which
scales as C2t ≃ (0.39 − 0.47) in our model. This sup-
pression can be however compensated by the suppression
of the total decay width Γtot., which scales as a linear
combination of the C2t and C
2
V factors, both presenting
a suppression. According to its parameter setting the
model does not profit from the presence of the charged
Higgs boson in order to enhance significantly the h→ γγ
signal strength with respect to the Standard model pre-
diction.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed the top-quark and neutrino conden-
sation scenario for the electroweak symmetry breaking
within a reasonably simplified semi-realistic model with
two composite Higgs doublets. We have demonstrated
that it is possible to reproduce a mass spectrum of top-
quark, neutrinos and observed bosons.
The lighter Higgs scalar is identified with 125GeV par-
ticle. However some indirect constraints on the masses of
yet unobserved additional Higgs bosons indicate that the
model appears to be at the edge of viability. The coupling
strengths of h differs from the Standard model values, but
the experimental data have not a decisive power yet in
this respect. If we keep only well established and model
independent constraints then there remains some room
for the top-quark and neutrino condensation scenario,
provided that the condensation scale is Λ ∼ 1017−18GeV
and the number of right-handed neutrinos participating
on the seesaw mechanism is O(100− 1000).
There are two detail-independent predictions of the
scenario. First, the h has rather big admixture of the neu-
trinos given by α ∼ −0.8. The mixing factor suppresses
its Yukawa coupling with the top-quark and eventually
with other charged fermions at the level of ∼ 60% in
comparison with the Standard model. Second, the sce-
nario provides an upper limit on the additional Higgs
bosons which is rather low < 250GeV. Through both
predictions the scenario should be easily and definitely
falsifiable by delivering more data from LHC in the near
future.
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a)
b)
c)
FIG. 3: The lightest scalar Higgs mass Mh for various num-
bers of right-handed neutrino triplets as a function of µtν for
a) Λ = 1016 GeV, b) Λ = 1017 GeV, c) Λ = 1018 GeV, and for
fixed neutrino mass to be mν = 0.2 eV. The solid horizontal
line visualizes the 125GeV value. The hatched area visual-
izes the interval of µtν values corresponding toMh = 125GeV
shown in Tab. II as well.
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a)
b)
FIG. 4: For three cases Λ = 1016, 1017, 1018 GeV we plot a)
the N-dependence of relative coupling parameters Ct, CV ,
and CH± defined in (41); b) the dependence of the decay
width Γ(h→ γγ) relative to the Standard model value Γ(h→
γγ)SM on N .
